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THE AWARD-WINNING VOICE OF ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE UNIVERSITY
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Student, veteran protests war at convention cities
Iraqi Veterans Against the War appear in Denver, St. Paul
By Kevyn Arnott
Staff Writer

clear message to Senators
Obama and McCain.
, IVAW's platform is short
Armstrong student Mag but precise: immediate with
gie Martin went to both the drawal, reparations for hu
Democratic National Con man and structural damages
vention and Republican. Na Iraq has suffered and full
tional Convention to demon benefits — including ade
strate against the war.
quate health care for return
She joined the Army in ing veterans.
2001 in search of adventure
In Denver, Maggie and 60
and excitement. After three fellow members performed
deployments and five years "First Casualty" where the
later, she's glad it is over.
veterans donned their gear
She now advocates against and patrolled the streets of
the war in the Iraq, saying it's Denver as they would have
"not good for our country."
in Iraq. Their actions did not
A member of Iraq Veter go unnoticed. Obama sent a
ans Against the War (IVAW), group of his staff to go meet
she and many other veterans with the veterans in front of
from the group went to Den countless reporters. The vet
ver and St. Paul to deliver a erans gave Obama's staff a

Georgia
Power
supports
new
teachers
The state's largest
power company
awards three Arm-

Strong graduates grants
By Isa Gutierrez
StaffWriter

Three recent Armstrong
graduates received a $1,000
New Teacher Assistance
Grant from Georgia Power.
As most education stu
dents and teachers know,
the teaching profession can
be very challenging, and
many schools have a hard
time retaining the teachers
who are currently employed.
Fifty percent of baby boomer
teachers will retire over the
next five years, said Georgia
Power employee Lynn Wal
lace.
Wallace sees the need to
offer incentives to recent
graduates entering the teach
ing profession.
"Teaching is not only im
portant to the students, but it
is vital to the economy, so we
feel that it is our responsibil
ity as a business to lend sup
port to the new educators in
order to continue helping out
the community, " she said.
"I am thrilled to have the
honor to see three of our
students make it on ,the final
list of winners," said Michael
Mahan, head of the depart
ment of middle and second
ary education.
The New Teacher As
sistance Grant is for recent
graduates who are in the
top 25 percent of their class;
those nominated express a
high aptitude for teaching
and who have taken a job in a
Georgia public school.
Five students are pickedfrom 15 colleges and univer
sities in the state of Georgia
that offer education majors.
"Most schools only had
one to two winners picked, so
we are happy that Armstrong
got three out of five students
in of our department,' Ma
han said.
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letter voicing their concerns
about the Iraq War.
At the Republican Na
tional Convention, the group
was not as successful. They
had prepared a packet for
McCain, much like the letter
for Obama. However, neither
McCain nor his staff met with
the veterans. The mayor did
stop by to greet them, and
even permitted one of them
to enter the convention.
McCain and Obama both
have vastly different propos
als for the war in Iraq.
Obama has stated that
upon election he will give
his Secretary of D efense and
military commanders a new
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Gingrich at Armstrong Center
Former speaker
supports taking
healthcare online

Gingrich speaks to
The Inkwell on
election, Palin

By Luke Farmer
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

By Luke Farmer
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

Former Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich is a popular man in
his home state.
Gingrich was at the Armstrong
Center's lecture hall on behalf of his
Center for Health Transformation
(CHT), a group that wants to move
all doctors and healthcare provid
ers to a paperless record, prescrip
tion and referral system within five
years.
The Savannah Business Group
brought the Speaker into town be
cause they want to make Savan
nah "a model for the state" when it
comes to integrated healthcare, and
Gingrich's CHT is at the forefront
of reducing cost and improving ef
ficiency through use of database
networks.
The panel also included Gary
Rost, Executive Director of the
Savannah Business Group, Diane
Weems, Chief Medical Officers for
the Coastal Heath District, Charles
Kennedy a Vice President for Well
Point Inc. James Morrow, NP of
North Fulton Family Medicine, and
Mark LaBorde, Aetna Southeast

HEALTH I P AGE 2

Photo by Luke Farmer

Savannah Business Group sponsored Newt Gingrich's
speech at the Armstrong Center on Sept. 11.

After the conclusion of the panel
discussion on healthcare, Gingrich had
a one-on-one talk with The Inkwell
regarding the upcoming presidential
election, primarily about the Republi
cans' lightning rod of a vice presiden
tial candidate.
Gov. Sarah Palin, who was tapped
two weeks ago to be John McCain's
running mate, has come under increas
ing fire for a number of issues. Criti
cism has ranged from statements in her
stump speech that focus on her opposi
tion the infamous "Bridge to Nowhere"
- which she originally supported - to
questions about what, if any, foreign
policy experience she has.
Gingrich, however, had nothing but
praise for the first term Alaska gov
ernor. He has been a supporter since
April, calling her one of the "best in
novative reform governors in the coun
try."
"When Obama did not pick Sen. Hi
lary Clinton, he made a huge mistake,
and I think at that point he created a

NEWT I P AGE 2

Grant brings national security to campus
Armstrong receives earmarked funds for cyber security education
By Angela Lucas
StaffWriter

Congressman
Jack
Kingston views the Cyber
Security Research Insti
tute (CSRI) grant award
ed to Armstrong last
week for over $270,000
as addressing a critical
National Security issue.
The traditional fronts
of national defense are
the borders, skies and sea.
However, with more and
more security being man
aged through computer
networks,
mainframes
and various technologies,
protecting our most sen
sitive data from ill intent
is the new front.

Every government depart
ment maintains information
databases with everything
from tax and Social Security
records to military codes.
These electronic warehouses
would be high-value targets
for cyber-criminals or un
friendly nations.
"An earmark has to be
justified nationally. Why
should people in California
and Idaho support an ear
mark in Georgia ... This is
not localized to just Geor
gia constituents, but we as
Americans benefit from hav
ing secure computer systems
and secure information on
a Homeland Security level,"
Photo by Luke Farmer

SECURITY I P AGE 2

Fingerprint scanners, located throughout the CSRI building, control access to sen
sitive information.
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Sept. 22: SGA Meeting 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Solms 110
Sept. 23: New Student Center Groundbreaking 8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 24: Study Abroad Fair, 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. MCC

Beach Bash 2008 photos
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Regional president.
Gingrich is in a
f vor of what
he calls the National Defense
Electronic Health System,
akin to the program institut
ed by President Eisenhower
to build and maintain a high
way system in the US.
"You're going to save lives.
Paper prescriptions kill peo
ple," he said.
He stressed that hand
written prescriptions could
be rife with errors, mistakes
could be made in reading it,
and that some hospitals have
reduced their deaths due
to medication errors by 90
percent after switching to an
electronic system.
Over 7,000 people die each
year because they were given
the wrong drug, or too much
of the right one, according to
an Institute of Medicine re
port.
Current healthcare in the
US is based on reactionary
care, and Gingrich felt that
his system would allow doc
tors, patients and even insur
ance companies to focus on
preventative care in addition
to making all health infor
mation available wherever
someone is.
Gingrich equated our cur
rent healthcare system to a
town on the edge of a cliff with
the best ambulance service in
the world, where all someone
needs to do is ask, "Have you
considered a fence?"
Asked if this nationwide
system would be akin to na
tional healthcare, Gingrich
gave an emphatic "no," say
ing a good example of some
thing similar would be credit
and debit cards that can be
used virtually anywhere in
the country and even over
seas.
CHT wants to see a "uni
versal information flow that's
electronic" to facilitate better
healthcare and "save lives."
By eliminating the costly
inefficiency of the current
system, he says, up to 40 per
cent of costs could be saved.
"And that would liberate
the money to have a large tax
credit for the working poor,
so that every American can
afford to have health insur
ance," he said.
Gingrich feels that both
Senators Obama and McCain
have "interesting ideas, but
neither of them has a way to
find the money."
He believes that his plan
is actually finding the money
to pay for their ideas, say
ing of Obama's,plan, "he just
doesn't have any way to pay
for it. We do."

Students gather and socialize while they enjoy some
food.

Amber Jones (left) and Marina Maynard
(right) taunt their next victim at the dunk
tank.

Visit us online to see even more pictures of
CUB's 2008 Beach Bash.
This year's design for the free t-shirts.

www.theinkwellonline.com

Photos by Leslie Pope

NEWT | FROM PAGE 1
vacuum," Gingrich said,
further explaining that it
gave McCain an opening
to stun America with a
surprise vice presidential
pick.
Palin has not been on
the national scene long
enough for the American
people to know her story
and policies in the same
depth as the major party
presidential candidates,
and political strategist
and pundits have begun to
raise questions about how
her very strong social conservativism will affect her
appeal later in the cam
paign.
Gingrich believes that it
won't be an issue.
"She has a higher fa

PROTEST | FROM PAGE 1
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mission in Iraq: a "respon
sible, phased withdrawal,"
according to his official
Web site, www.barackobama.com.
McCain's position is
that now is not
the time
*
for withdrawal, and that
more must be accom
plished in Iraq before it
is a responsible option for
the U.S. and a safe one for
the Iraqi people.
"It may appear to be
the easier course of action,
but it is a much more reck
less one," he says regard
ing withdrawal on his Web
site,
www.johnmccain.
com.
The IVAW, however,
favors
neither
candi
date; they call Obama too
"sketchy" about his plans
allowing for some "wiggle
room." They want Obama
to have an exact deadline,
as well as a deeper com
mitment to withdrawal.
As for McCain, the
IVAW think remaining in
Iraq would be a terrible
mistake.

These days, grants
are harder to come by.
They are extremely com
petitive and it is tough to
compete with students
from multiple schools.
"I was surprised to be
nominated and am grate
ful for the opportunity to
provide a richer learning
environment for my stu
dents," said Sarah Trawick, a winner from the
early childhood educa
tion department.
These grants will help
new teachers purchase
supplies and other neces
sities that most would not
have been able to afford
on their own.
"With all the expenses
of the first year of teach
ing, I can assure you that
the grant is a blessing to
my students and to me.
I cannot thank Georgia
Power and AASU enough
for providing this funding
to me," Trawick added.

For more information
visit IVAW's Web site at

SECURITY | FROM PAGE 1
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vorable rating than either
McCain or Obama, she's get
ting huge crowds; McCain
jumped 20 points among in
dependent women and mod
erate Democrats," he said.
Gingrich said that Palin
will only drive away "hard
core liberals," and that "of
Hillary's 18 million votes,
probably nine million were
hardcore liberals that are
never going to vote for Gov.
Palin or Sen. McCain."
But he doesn't think it will
be an issue come Election
Day, saying "They're much
stronger today than they
were a week ago."
Another issue of concern
for the McCain campaign
has been convincing people
of their "maverick" appeal,
especially given the media
focus on several McCain

backtracks over the last few
years.
Gingrich, however, felt
that Palin's credentials were
solid. He said that in her race
for governor "she took on the
incumbent Republican gov
ernor, and beat him in the
primary."
In office she purport
edly vetoed upwards of 300
spending bills and instituted
a new tax on in-state oil com
panies that added $1,300 to
the checks Alaska residents
already receive in royalties,
Gingrich said.
One of the most troubling
problems for the McCain
campaign may be the lack of
foreign policy experience on
the part of its vice presiden
tial nominee, a perception

the campaign has spent a
good deal of its time trying
to change.
McCain surrogates have
often skirted the issue, but
Gingrich was adamant re
garding Palin's experience
as the Commander in Chief
of the Alaska National
Guard.
"The governor supervis
es all the training, the gov
ernor supervises procure
ment and she was with the
troops in Iraq and Kuwait,"
said Gingrich.
Above all, Gingrich
thinks that her status as
governor is key to Sarah
Palin's credentials, that
"any amount of executive
experience at the state lev
el" is crucial to leadership.

Kingston said.
It is also important to be
sure "the research is not al
ready being done and that it
will still fall within the bud
get of the bill, he added.
But should Georgia and
the students at the schools be
responsible for funding these
programs? "Universities to
day have hybrid interests ...
part of a four year. University
is not just student instruc
tion ... Any university today
has two functions: instruc
tion and research." Kingston
said.
In his view, a "national
level" interest is a compel
ling enough reason to create
"a significant relationship
between Armstrong Atlantic
State University and the De
partment of Defense" for this
program.
Steganography—conceal
ing one message or image
in another—will be a main
focus of the research. Arm
strong's first
class on the
subject, "Assessment of Steg
anography Tools" begins Oct.
15 and will be taught by the
Director of the CSRI, Randy
Grubb. Grubb also served as
a vice president for WetStone
Technologies, where he was
responsible for managing the
Digital Investigations Group.
Grubb previously served
as a senior instructor in the
Technical
Investigations
Branch of the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Facil
ity (FLETC) in Brunswick,
GA.
Dr. Zaphon Wilson of the
Armstrong Department of
Criminal Justice, Social and
Political Science will also
teach related courses.
The CSRI itself, located
on the corner of Arts and Li
brary Drive will be upgraded
and renovated as part of
the grant's fulfillment. The
building is already equipped
with a Digitus Biometrics ac
cess control system, which
requires students to scan a
fingerprint before entering.
The grant will be crucial in
developing the pilot program,
allowing salaries to be paid
and equipment purchased.
The curriculum could
eventually become a master's
degree program for Arm
strong, depending on its suc
cess.
"It is not only essential to
our protection as Georgians,
but essential to us as Ameri
cans," Kingston said.

Go west, young student
Lecture Series begins with a regionalized portrait of black America

By Joseph Schwartzburt
Staff Writer

building of western commu
nities featured in black wom
en's literature.
Dr. Kalenda Eaton, assis
Eaton's interest in this
tant professor of English in area of research grew when
the Armstrong Languages, she taught a class at Ohio
Literature, and Philosophy State University called "The
Department, presented the African American West in
first lecture of the Robert the Popular Imagination."
I. Strozier lecture series'
. She feels that a good deal
2008 iteration on Sept. 12. of people "east of the Missis
Her lecture, "Breakout sippi don't seem to be very
Before You Get Bumrushed!: aware of African American
Migration,
Community migration to the West."
Building and Self-defense in
She does admit that many
the Black American West, works have been written per
1898-1968," says a lot in its taining to the historical and
title alone.
sociological aspects of the Af
Eaton's research demon rican American experience,
strates the forms of self-de but not too much is made
fense black Americans em from a literary point of view, .
ployed, attempting to shatter, especially a black woman's
the misconception that the perspective.
Wild West was a lone, white
As an English professor,
male venture.
Eaton concentrated on the
While her lecture con migration westward through
cerned the black American the eyes of different writers,
experience as a whole, her she has been working on this
focus was geared toward the project for several years and

distilled its mass to fit the
time available.
In the short time she had,
she was able to explain the
importance of works by Toni
Morrison, Pearl Cleage, Jew
ell Parker Rhodes and Ishmael Reed.
The works Eaton high
lighted are focused on com
munities such as Nicodemus,
Kan., and Tulsa, Okla., due to
the large black populations in
both during the early 1900s.
Cleage wrote the only wellknown play about that time
period, "Flying West".
Rhodes' novel, "Magic
City," discusses the race riots
in Tulsa and the black com
munity's response. "Para
dise," by Morrison, features
the formation of black towns
and deals with the psychol
ogy of separation—the resi
dents' conscious decision to
cut themselves off from so
ciety.
Cool Mo Dee, a famous

rapper from the 8o's, wa
even referenced in her pre
sentation. Eaton mentione*
that his lyrics from the son;
"Wild, Wild West" reflecte(
the sense of community dis
played by blacks in the West
The title of her lecture actu
ally gets its name from a lim
in the song.
Eaton
also
discusse*
northern California's influ:
of migrant workers, pre
dominantly in the Oaklarn
area. Not only does Eatoi
hail from northern Califor
nia, but it was also where th<
Black Panther Party forme<
in 1966, a group devoted t<
the idea of solidarity an<
community building amonj
blacks.
The lecture series is frei
to students, faculty, staff anc
the public. Eaton's presenta
tion was the first of nine t(
occur throughout the schoo
year. Dates and more in
formation can be found or
Armstrong's Web site, www
armstrong.edu.

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS
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Week of September 18,2008

The Inkwell

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words,
and they must be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

OUT OF GAS
The Washington Post

Congress expended a lot of
energy debating how to solve
the energy crisis before run
ning off for summer recess
for five weeks. It ended up
accomplishing nothing. Now
Congress is back and seem
ingly ready for more of the
same. House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif., will present
an* energy bill next week that
would expand offshore drill
ing. But Republicans rejected
the legislation on the basis of
the outlines Pelosi released
Tuesday. Meanwhile, Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev., will hold hearings
today with an eye to bringing
energy bills to a vote some
time next week. But don't ex
pect anything to happen.
Blame partisanship — that
is, the inability to take yes for
an answer for fear it would
hand your opponents a victo
ry. The presidential campaign

will only make this problem
worse as Democrats and Re
publicans posture for voters
back home in a vain attempt
to look as if they're doing
something about the pain at
the pump.
That's not to say there
aren't members of Congress
working hard on these issues.
Since June,, for instance,
the bipartisan "Gang of 20" in
the Senate has tried to bridge
the differences between Dem
ocrats and Republicans to
reach a compromise on broad
energy legislation. It is sorely
needed. The energy crisis fac
ing the United States and the
questions about how to ad
dress it without exacerbat
ing global warming require a
comprehensive approach that
will include expanded off
shore drilling, nuclear power
and increased reliance on
wind, solar, geothermal and

other renewable sources of
energy. Until Congress can
find the political courage to
make tough decisions, such
legislation will never become
a reality.
That kind of courage is
in short supply on Capitol
Hill. But there is something
Congress can do before it ad
journs around the end of this
month: extend the production
tax credit, which expires at
the end of the year. The credit
is critical for such nascent
renewable-energy industries
as wind and solar power. An
extension would offer inves
tors a measure of predict
ability and help make these
enterprises commercially vi
able. Approval of an extension
would also be for Congress an
accomplishment that would
give its talk about the need for
energy independence the ring
of truth.

(MCT)

The following editorial appeared in Monday's Washington Post:
On Thursday, the House
approved a bill that would
infuse $8 billion into a
trust fund that helps pay for
America's highways, staving
off its insolvency and avert
ing layoffs of construction
workers and delays of vital
transit projects. The bailout
was necessary, and Congress
acted with justified speed.
Though the $8 billion patch
will add to the national debt,
we're relieved that the Bush
administration withdrew its
shortsighted plan to transfer
money from the mass transit
account. Doing so would have
imperiled the development of
public transportation when
many people are driving less
for the first time in nearly 30
years. Still, the bailout is a
temporary remedy that will
keep the fund afloat for a year
at most if projections hold.
Congress needs to search for
new sources of transporta
tion funding or risk a similar
crisis next fall.
Last October, the fund
had an $8.1 billion surplus;
this month Transportation
Secretary Mary E. Peters
announced that the fund's
balance would reach zero by
Oct. 1. What changed? As gas
prices rose, Americans drove
less, and gas tax revenue,
which funds most transpor
tation projects, declined. The
instability of gas tax revenue
underscores the conflicting
logic driving transportation
policy. Transportation offi
cials encourage mass transit
but rely on drivers to gener
ate most of the fund's rev

enue. When drivers shift to
buses and subways — as they
have this year — revenue
takes a hit, and an overbur
dened mass transit system is
stretched to its limits.
Raising a federal gaso
line tax that hasn't increased
since 1993 and that has lost
much of its power to inflation
would be a good first step.
But gas tax revenue will con
tinue to decline as Americans
shift to fuel-efficient cars.
Congress must take a fresh
approach; it can start by
looking to Oregon, where a
recent pilot program proved
that charging commuters for
the miles they drive instead
of the gas they purchase can
be successful. Roughly 300
Oregon motorists agreed to
a per-mile fee that increased
when they drove in congest
ed areas or during rush hour.
The result? Twenty-two per
cent of participants drove less
during peak periods. Nine in
10 participants said that they
preferred the mileage fee to
the gas tax. The National Sur
face Transportation Policy
and Revenue Study Commis
sion recommended to Con
gress this year that the coun
try transition to a mileage fee
by 2025; the success of the
Oregon program proves this
is possible.
Unfortunately,
neither
Barack Obama nor John Mc
Cain has made transporta
tion a priority nor spelled
out in detail how to pay for
it. Obama calls for "stron
ger" infrastructure and the

development of high
speed freight and pas
senger rail. He says that
he would ease congestion
by giving states money to
build bike lanes and pe
destrian-friendly roads.
McCain would encour
age automakers to devel
op fuel-efficient technol
ogy by issuing a "Clean
Car
Challenge" that
would award a $5,000
tax credit to each con
sumer who buys a zeroemissions car. He would
also increase penalties
for automakers that don't
comply with fuel econ
omy standards, and he
would offer a $300 mil
lion prize to anyone who
can develop a car battery
that surpasses current
technology. He is right
to focus on fuel efficiency
and innovation, but his
plan relies on implau
sible initiatives. His call
for a gas tax holiday this
year showed a misunder
standing of the fund's
unstable finances.
Though their plans
don't inspire confidence,
we hope that the candi
dates learned from the
Highway Trust Fund's
near-collapse. The next
administration
must
work with Congress to
find sustainable, en
vironmentally
logical
sources of transportation
funding.

Letter to the Editor

THE INKWELL
11935 Abercorn Street I Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997
www.theinkwellonline.com
912.927.5351

Dear Editor,

BRIAN ANDERSON

I t ook a class h ere on cl imate ch ange
some time ago, and found it to be a b it of
an eye-opener. Many of my concerns about
global warming were substantiated, and my
self-awareness of m y "carbon footprint" in
creased exponentially. Yet, through a bane
ful combination o f apathy, finances, and
just plain laziness, I continued to drive my
Ford E xplorer the full 10 minutes to school
everyday.
Thank you - S6A, or whoever executed
the reallocation of parking spa ces - for
instigating me to g o ge t a bike! The la ck
of student parking on the southern side of
campus left me with 3 options: Park where
I u sed to (n ow faculty), p ark a qu arter of
a mile away (next to the tennis courts), or
bike to school. The choice was easy, and I am
now a guilt-free commuter.
A word of warning: By virtue of the park
ing deficit alone, I predict that the number
of b icyclists on campus will continue to in
crease throughout the semester. I hope our
student government and c ampus staff are
already m aking pl ans to i nstall ad ditional
facilities (i.e. bike racks) to accommodate to
this coming shift.
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editor.inkwell@gmail.com

TONY MORRIS
Faculty Advisor
tonyraymorris@gmail.com

LUKE FARMER
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com
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arts.inkwell@gmail.com

TIFFANY THORNTON
Sports Editor
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Layout Editor
inkwell.chrisgibson@gmail.com

KRISTEN ALONSO
Staff Manager
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Advertising Managerinkwelladvertising@gmail.com
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Media Manager
web.inkwell@gmail.com
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-Josiah Kimbal
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PRINTER
The Statesboro Herald

Have your voice published in The Inkwell.
Write a letter to our editor at
inkwell@armstrong.edu
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SPORTS

Week of September 18,2008

Calendar of Events
Sept. 20: Volleyball vs. Fort Valley State 2:00 p.m.
Women's Soccer at Clayton State 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 22: Men's Golf at Coker College Invitational
Sept. 23: Men's Golf at Coker College Invitational
Volleyball at West Georgia 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 24: Women's Soccer vs. UNC Pembroke 5:00 p.m.

Volleyball Pirates
break losing streak

Women's soccer earns
1-1 draw at Tusculum

Armstrong downs Mount Olive In tournament
By Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

Armstrong volleyball
ended a four match skid on
the second day of the 2008
AASU Chatham Orthopedics
Pirate Volleyball. Classic. The
tournament was held from
Sept 12-13.
The relief came in the sec
ond match of day 2. Arm
strong took down the Mount
Olive Trojans to end the four
match losing streak, 2516,25-19,22-25,25-21.
Freshman Casey Howett
was good for 20 points and
junior Michele Reminlinger
hit .360 with five blocks and

11 kills.
Seven different teams
from around the region were
invited to the event that was
held in AASU's Aquatics and
Recreation Center. These in
cluded Saint Leo and Florida
Tech who were both were un
defeated going into the tour
nament.
The Pirates were forced to
play the tournament without
sophomore setter Hannah
Segebart.
The Lady Pirates made the
Lions work, winning the first
and fourth games behind
the strength of sophomore
Brendyce Budd's career high
25 kills.
Despite some good indi

vidual performances, the Pi
rates fell short and lost the
first game to the Lions, 2025, 25-21, 25-12, 23-25.
The Lions were the only
team to remain undefeated
for the entire tournament.
The Pirates didn't fair as
well in the second match of
the first day. Rollins defeated
them in three games, 25-20,
25-21, 25-21, though sopho
more Gwen Clarke and fresh
man Torrie Bevolo had an
impressive 25 kills between
them.
The Pirates lost their first
match of day two against Car
son Newman in four games,
19-25, 25-22, 25-21, 25-23.
AASU Volleyball is now
8-4 overall.

Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

GREENEVILLE,
Tenn. - Junior Kristin
Burton scored in the
opening moments of the
second half to help the
Armstrong Atlantic State
women's soccer team
earn a 1-1 draw with Tus
culum on Sunday after
noon at Pioneer Field.
Burton notched the
unassisted goal, her sec
ond of the season, in the
47th minute off of a pass
from Brittany Carr to
give the Pirates' (2-2-1) a
1-0 advantage. The tally
came from 15 yards out,
beating Tusculum keeper
Vanessa Fyffe just inside
the near post.
Tusculum
(2-3-1)
would equalize in the
58th minute as senior
Danielle Tanner let loose
a shot from the top of
the box that trickled un
derneath Pirates keeper
Tracey Mitchell to knot
things up at 1-1. That is
where the score would
remain at the end of reg
ulation.
AASU had a chance
at the game winner in
the first overtime period,
but Fyffe stopped a shot
from senior Brittany
Carr in the 92nd minute.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications

Kristin Burton holds two unassisted goals for the
season.
Tusculum's chance came in
the 104th minute as Amber
Bradley missed high on her
shot, while Burton was de
nied a game-winner for the
Pirates by Fyffe in the 105th
minute.
Tusculum held a slim 1918 advantage in shots for
the match, while AASU h eld

an edge in corner kicks, 7-5.
Mitchell recorded eight saves
in the net for the Pirates,
while Fyffe had five saves for
the Pioneers.
The Pirates return to ac
tion on Wednesday, Sept.
17, with a-5:00 p.m. match
against Erskine at AT&T
Field in Savannah.

AASU Intramural Men's and Woipen's Flag Football
Upcoming Schedule
Men's Teams
Sept. 21

Sept. 18

The Coalition vs. Easy
Company
8:00 p.m.
The I.B.B. vs. S.T.D.s
9:00 p.m.
Photo By Mable Swindell

Pirates Casie Richards (left) and Marina Marinova (right) provide a solid defense
at the net during the Chatham Orthopedic Volleyball Classic.

S.T.D.s vs. Livin'Legends
, 10:00 p.m.

livin' Legends vs.
Musde Punch
10:00 p.m.

Second String vs. Wet n' Gales
8:00 p.m.

Women's Teams

The Coalition vs. Muscle Punch
9:00 p.m.
Sept. 22

Alpha Sigma Tau vs. Sigma
Steelers
7:00 p.m.

Easy Company vs. Blackout
8:00 p.m.

PT Girls vs. H.A.M.
8:00 p.m.

The I.B.B. vs. Wet n'Gales
p.m.

9:00

Rain washes out final round
of Lady Falcon Invitational
Courtesy of AASU Sports
Communications

NEW LONDON, N.C. Heavy rains washed out the
final round of the Pfeiffer
Lady Falcon Invitational on
Tuesday at the Old North
State Golf Club, halting the
Armstrong Atlantic State
women's golf team's first
tournament after just 18
holes.
The Pirates finish the
tournament tied for fifth
with host Pfeiffer after a 325
round on Monday. Presby
terian captured the rainshortened title after a 313.
Sophomores
Carrie

George and Sarah Johns
each finished tied for 10th
in the tournament with
their Monday rounds of
78. Sophomore Kristen Jelinek tied for 24th individu
ally with her first-round 83,
while freshman Victoria
Bennett tied for 35th indi
vidually with her 86. Fresh
man Kim Knox rounded out
the AASU scoring by tying
for 37th with a first-round
87.
The Lady Pirates trailed
first-round leader Presbyte
rian by 11 strokes after the
Blue Hose set the pace with
a 313 on Monday. Wingate

was in second with a 319
score, followed by Newber
ry at 321 and USC Beaufort
at 322.
The round eclipses the
previous best round in pro
gram history by one stroke
as AASU shot 325 at the
SCAD Spring Invitational
on March 5, 2007.
The Lady Pirates will
return to action on Mon
day, September 29, at the
Charleston Southern Wom
en's Fall Invitational at the
Coosaw Creek Country Club
in Charleston, S.C.

Sept. 24

Location: Intramural Field

Want to write
for sports?

Come by The Inkwell
office in room 202 in
the MCC and speak with
Tiffany Thornton to find
out how to start getting
published in the Inkwell
as a sports writer.
For more information:
e-mail Tiffany at
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications

Lady Pirates averaged 325 strokes during the
tournament.
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Cowboys Beat Eagles, 41-37

1

Trivia Quiz

By Sam Farmer
Los Angeles Times

IRVING, Texas - The last
time the Dallas Cowboys
hosted the Philadelphia Ea
gles, the teams slugged it out
for a combined 16 points.
Sixteen points would have
hardly raised an eyebrow
Monday night.
In a historic home opener
~ the Cowboys' last at out
moded Texas Stadium — the
NFC East foes played one for
the history books. They com
bined for a series-record 78
points and seven lead chang
es, with Dallas taking control
in the fourth quarter for a 4137 victory.
To have the energy go
ing back and forth like it was,
you're almost a fan," Cow
boys tight end Jason Witten
said. "You get out there and
just want to do your part. It's
one of the most emotional
games I ve ever been a part
of."
Trailing 37-31 early in the
fourth quarter, the Cowboys
(2-0) finished with a flurry,

Weekly Sports

putting together clock-eating
drives for a field goal and a
touchdown. A key to the im
pressive ending: After a first
half in which quarterback
Tony Romo had a fumble
and an interception, Dallas
played turnover-free foot
ball. .
Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones said "resilient" is the
word that best describes his
team.
"It's a team that's not
looking through rose-colored
glasses," he said."They'vehad
a marriage go bad, they've
had some hard times paying
their bills, however you want
to say it.... And I think you're
seeing play through some of
those hard times. Last year
maybe they couldn't have
done it."
Terrell Owens, once a star
receiver for the Eagles (1-1),
burned his old team by catch
ing both of Tony Romo's
touchdown passes, the first
coming on a 72-yard bomb in
the opening quarter.
"It's what you expect from

Monday Night Football,"
Owens said. "I'm sure a lot
of people around the nation
had their popcorn popped,
and I gave them something
to munch on."
The Eagles did their part,
too, with the versatile Brian
Westbrook scoring three
touchdowns: two rushing
and one receiving.
The last time he played
Philadelphia, Romo was
sacked four times and saw
three of his passes intercept
ed. The Eagles didn't sack
him this time, however, and
Romo finished with an im
pressive stat line: 21 of 30 for
312 yards with three touch
downs and an interception.
His counterpart, Donovan
McNabb, completed 25 of 37
for 281 yards with one touch
down and no interceptions.
He was sacked four times.
"He played his heart out,"
Eagles Coach Andy Reid said
of McNabb.
Philadelphia's
defense
also put points on the board,
when, in the second quarter,

Mcdatchy-Tribu
Romo dropped back in the
JiiS
BA
(..MCT)
end zone and was stripped
by Brian Dawkins. Lineback
er Chris Gocong pounced on
1.) True or False: All five starters from the Detroit
the fumble for an easy touch
I Pistons' 1989-1990 NBA championship team aver
down.
I
aged in double figures.
Even though Texas Sta
dium is on its way out — the.
2.) Who was the "Microwave" for the Detroit Pistons
Cowboys will move next
in 1989-1990?
season to a $1 billion-plus
mega-palace now under con
3.) Where did former Detroit Pistons forward and ec
struction — this game wasn't
centric personality Dennis Rodman attend college?
necessarily about nostalgia.
In fact, some of the most
4.) Which team did the Detroit Pistons defeat in the
memorable moments in
NBA Finals to win the championship in 1989-1990?
volved first-year players.
The Cowboys' second
5.) What Detroit Pistons player from the 1989-1990
touchdown, mere minutes
NBA championship team is now a popular television
after the long-bomb recep
sports talk show host?
tion by Owens, was a 98-yard
kickoff return by Felix Jones,
one of the team's two firstism
round picks last spring.
Jones dashed through the
coverage team and was al
,/pouaj Moqs
most untouched.
sjjods UUIBQ }sag„ 'Mo qs GJQBD X CM -uqndod aq; JOJ sjsoq
"Somebody got their fin
aqx jo auo si Aqp?s uqof PJBMJOJ suoxsig xiojxaa .rauijoq (/S
gertips on me," he said.
Soon after, fellow Cow
•X OX SBUIBS p
boys first-round
pick Mike
'sjazejg [ibjx puBjxJog aqx paxBBjap suoxsig iiojxaa sq.T, ( F
Jenkins used his fingertips to
•AX{SJ9AIUn 81B1S BUIOqBpfO U19XSB3
make a big play. He swatted
-qinos papuaxxB ueuipog siuiraQ PJBAUOJ sucpsig ijojiaa ('£
away - a third-down pass to
end a scoring threat on Phila
UOSB3S iBqi auiBS jad sxuiod g'6 pa§BJ3AB 1(9ABMOJD
delphia's next possession.
-!W„ sqx 'qou8cl ff°
Suitaoo dn XBaq ox uiiq JOJ SUOJ aqs;
But not every rookie play
l.upip Ji 'A BS A aqx SB 'asnuaaq '0661-6861 UI suoxsig X f0.n
was a gem. Midway through
-9(1 sqt -ioj ^ABMOJDIJ^,, aqx SBM uosuqof aiuuiyy pjBng ('z
the second quarter, first-year
Eagles receiver DeSean Jack
I'zi jaaquiiBq qig puB rPi
son streaked downfield, got
ajjinSy qiepj (S'Fx spjBMpg sauiBf (g'Zx paSBjaAB sjBiuna
9op (9 UIBS jad sxuiod F'8i pa§BJ9AB SBtuoqj, qBisj "aiux (1
behind a pair of defenders
and appeared to score a 61:
yard touchdown — emphasis
on appeared.
A half-step before he
crossed the goal line, Jack
son celebrated by casually
flipping the ball back in the
John Salley is the first player to win NBA championships with three
direction of the defenders
different teams: the 1988-89 and 1989-1990 Detroit Pistons, the
giving chase. Unbeknownst
1995-96 Chicago Bulls and the 1999-2000 Los Angeles Lakers.
to the rookie, who had al
ready started to dance in the
James Edwards'nickname: Buddha.
back of the end zone, he nev
er crossed into the end zone
Isiah Thomas: Zeke.
with the ball.
Dennis Rodman: Worm.
After reviewing the replay,
.JohnSalley;Spider.
.:... ;
,/. , ...
officials gave the Eagles the
ball on the 1, and a sheepish
pfj- gs tig$p. .-compiled by Gregory Clay
Jackson watched from the
sideline as Westbrook som
ersaulted into the end zone.

•
IS

QUESTIONS:

•

SU3MSNV

DID YOU KNOW?

(MCT)

Dallas Cowboys' Jason Witten is surrounded by a group of Philadelphia Eagles after
a catch in t he second quarter at Texas Stadium in Irving, Texas, on Monday, Sept.

15, 2008.
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Voices on Campus

Campus Life

Expansion of Armstrong brings many views
By Alexandra North
SJaff Writer

The new school year has started, and there has been one major eyesore added to campus: the blocking off of Science, Library and University drives for the new Armstrong Student
Success Center. Although it may be no big deal for some and an inconvenience for others, many have an opinion about it.

Jonathan Moody, a junior majoi ing in
English communications, has no problem
with the new student center. I m in favor,
but I'm not involved personally - it s not a
bother to me."

When asked about the student center,
David Lunsford, a senior majoring in rehab
science, was against the building. He feels
"it [will] promote more social interaction
than academic progress."- David, very fo
cused on his studies, says "1 came here to
become a physical therapist. I do not think
it will enhance my time here."

Lindsay Webb, a senior majoring in
English communications, has no qualms
about the building, but paying for it is a
different matter. "I think it's great they
are building it for the campus, but with
all the other expenses we have to pay for,
I don't think as a senior I should have to
pay when I won't be using it a nd it won't
be applying to other seniors. They should
have used the money for more parking."

Patricia Zaldivar, a senior in educa
tion, is against the student center. "Not
only are they closing off Science Drive, I
am paying for something I will not be us
ing because I gra duate in May." This is an
issue for many juniors and seniors, who
will not be using the student center when
it opens.
photos by Alexandra North
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Calendar of Events
ARTS

&

ENTERTAINMENT

Sept. 18-21: The Masquers theatre troupe presents Michael Frayn's "Copenhagen." Performances will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Masquer's
Chinese Theatre. General admission: Only $10. AASU staff, faculty, and students presenting valid AASU I.D. will be admitted free of charge.
Sept. 19: Mary David Trio and Tokyo Joe perform at Wild Wing Cafe. Performances are from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sept. 25: Musicians Sones de Mexico will perform at the Trustee's Theatre. Location: 216 E. Broughton St. Doors Open: 7 p.m., Show: 8 p.m.
Presented by the City of Savannah and AASU's HOLA Program. Call (912) 525.5050 for more information.

'Cavalier attitude' leads to Air Force, Armstrong, novel
Former Armstrong professor's twilight hours shape "Time is Fire"

By Kara Hooper
StaffWriter

In "Time is Fire," Dr. Wil
liam Martin's love of writing
explodes onto the page as
a beautiful liquid language,
immersing readers in a rich
Southern heritage that mir
rors his own.
•
With deep roots from his
peach-farming grandfather, a
middle-Georgia-main-street
type residing in Marshville,
to his UGA graduate-turnedpharmacist
father
who
owned his own drug store in
Macon, the origin of Martin's
knack for southern lore is no
mystery.
Slated for a football schol
arship at a Presbyterian
school in Hazelhurst, Ga.,
Martin instead attended
Brewton Parker College to
work on raising his grades.
Though, like most young
bucks, he was filled to the
brim with what he describes
as a "cavalier attitude." He
was asked not to come back.
Unable to find his place in
the world, he ached to stretch
his wings, joined the Air
Force. As a member of the
27th Fighter Squadron, Mar
tin spent four years traveling
from the cold mountains of
Alaska to the opposite tip of
the U.S., herself, Maine,
r After the Air Force, Mar
tin came to Savannah and
enrolled
at
Armstrong,
where he decided to pursue

weight lifting instead of foot
ball. One would never believe
that this academic scholar
would have an equal physicality about him. Even now,
that cavalier man emerges
with quick quips and a liveli
ness that draws laughter and
lightheartedness from those
around him.
Once he finished at Arm
strong, he went on to Duke
for his master's degree,
where he nurtured his love of
teaching and writing.
When asked how he man
aged to do both he replies,
"Self discipline.
No amount of
ability is going to
amount to much
without it."
He goes on to
say it was that
same theory that
led him to the title
of his novel.
"Time is both
the creator and
the destroyer. Lessons of
pain and loss are what teach
es us."
Recalling the birth of his
novel, Martin seems to lose
himself back in the moment.
"It was conceived in a
graveyard," he says, "Riv
erside Cemetery, Ashville,
North Carolina, October,

planes did over France. It is
a story about family and how
there is something oddly
unique about southern fam
ily, dynamics that is not quite
seen anywhere else.
Martin says that his novel
was "written from the gut"
and in between the hours of
4 and 7 a.m. for five years.
His excitement for these
people he was creating kept
him from getting much sleep.
"I had an internal alarm that
woke me up at 3:30 a.m., be
cause I couldn't wait to find
out what they were going to
do next... it was the happiest
time of my adult
life," he says with a
smile.
Current Arm
strong professor
Frank Clancy, a
former colleague of
//
the author during
his tenure on cam
pus, speaks glow
ingly of his writing
During a year of research and his teaching.
and taking "copious notes,"
"His writing is lyric and
Martin immersed himself in full and rich in the tradi
World War I literature and tion of Thomas Wolfe him
also studied its effects on self ... Professor Martin is
his very own southern home
as dedicated a writer as any
front.
writer I've ever read about
"I came to know these
or known," he says, "If you
people in my novel, they had
ever had a class with him, his
a life in my head. It was just
knowledge and enthusiasm
a matter of letting them do
for writers came through
what they do."
... he was tough because he
Set in the days of the war
cared," Clancy said.
and focusing on a big, wellMartin had two tips for
to-do southern family, the future writers and lovers of
story spans the family's trib English. First, "become a
ulations, the town's wartime tireless, carnivorous reader,"
upheavals and the battle-torn and second, "learn to love to
skies over France.
need the act of writing itself,
"This story is about the irrespective of the result."
conflicts that they have within
themselves and among them
"Time is Fire" can be
selves," Martin explains.
found at Barnes and Noble
"War knocks the end out and E. Shaver in downtown
of the hourglass and the sand Savannah. Martin will have
gushes. Change happens so another book signing in Oc
rapidly."
tober. Check back in October
Don't expect a run-of-the- for the date and location of
mill war stoiy. "Time is Fire" the book signing.
flies as fast as the fighter

Dyke.
It began, "To Our Dead
Aviators..."
Martin walked around to
the front of the stone, where
he read, "Laurence Loughran,
24 years old, killed in action,
France, 1918." This man
would become Martin's muse
for one of his characters.
"I began to look around,
and found his sister, parents
and a brother who died in
1973.'' he says. "My imagi
nation went to work. By the
time I got back to Savannah,
I had the basic novel already
written in my head."

Time is both the creator and
the d estroyer. Lessons o f pain
and lo ss is w hat te aches u s.

1979."

Visiting Ashville for a trib
ute to the late Thomas Wolfe,
the author of such works as
"Look Homeward, Angel,"
Martin and his friend de
cided to pay homage to the
Wolfe family plot. There, a
large stone marker caught
his eye.
Drawn to the stone, he
stepped behind the marker,
where an inscription of a
poem was chiseled. With the
shapes of propeller wings
carved beside the words,
Martin read the poem, which
was written by Hemy Van

Photo Courtesy of William Martin

//

Around th e black c ross on th e starboard bow
the canvas was beginning to glow, the brownish
yellow b ecoming th e so ft, luminous o range of
a C hinese la ntern ju st li t. In th e next second
the canvas split and fire shot forth like the gush
from a fire hydrant. As though propelled by fire,
the zep flipped n ose u p, h olding f or a m oment
as veritcal as an exclamation point, the two
topside gu nners sl iding ac ross th e ca nvas an d
off into the sky, frenzied as spiders on a hotplate.
Then w ith a r umble r oiling li ke t hunder across
the a ir, the m onster sp lit in t wo, the bo ttom
dropping tail down, the top for an instant
climbing, then tilting over and plunging, the two
halves like burning fat rockets racing earthward.

//

- Excerpt from "Time Is The Fire"

Apple's newest iPod answers critics
Second generation Touch adds features and memory

By Shade Summers
StaffWriter

Yes, the latest iPod Touch
has arrived! Apple released
their newest version of the
iPod this September, and it
has received good reviews
from consumers. The secondgeneration iPod Touch comes
with several new features, in
cluding external volume con
trols and a built in speaker.

The new features are
the main selling points
of the device, along with
its
Wi-Fi
capabilities.
Compared to the first
iPods that were sold at $399
for five gigabytes of memo
ry, the newest Touch retails
from $229 for eight up to
$399 for a whopping 32 GB
of space. This is a major im
provement in price for mem
ory, which shows that Apple

has its customers in mind.
The iPod Touch is also
in competition with Apple's
own iPhone, which retails for
as low as $199 for eight giga
bytes and $299 for twice the
memory. Those who are look
ing for just a music player and
not a phone are fully accom
modated with the new Touch.
The
second-generation
iPod Touch retains most of

the features from the previ
ous iteration, including the
3.5-inch wide screen multitouch display. According to
Apple, the new touch has a
battery life of 36hours, which
is a step up compared to the
previous version's 22 hours.
Microsoft's Zune isn't
too far behind Apple, con
sidering that they released

the first one in 2006. The
Zune lacks touch screen ca
pability, external speakers
and the sleek stainless steel
design of the iPod Touch,
but the second-generation
Zune can be purchased at
$249 for 120 GB of memory.
This is almost four times the

amount of memory of the
Touch, and the Zune also
boasts wireless capability.
When
placed against
its main competitor, Mi
crosoft's Zune, the iPod
Touch wins when it comes
to features but loses when it
comes to maximum mem
ory capacity for the dollar.

Illustration by Sarah Lorenzo
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Controversial film
reworked, finds distributor
Los Angeles Times

Writer-director Deborah
Kampmeier was nearly run
put of Park City, Utah, dur
ing last year's Sundance Film
Festival after cfitics savaged
her coming-of-age drama
"Hounddog," in which a 12year-old girl, played by Da
kota Fanning, is raped by a
much older boy.
Even before the film's
premiere, such conservative
groups as the Christian Film
& Television Commission
and the Catholic League for
Religious and Civil Rights
strongly objected to the
scene.
"People were petitioning
to have me arrested for child
pornography,' Kampmeier
says. There were petitions
to have Dakota's mother ar
rested. We had a bodyguard
at the Sundance screening.
There were death threats
against me. Dakota gives a
remarkable
performance,
and she's being shamed for
having done this role. It was
so painful to see people at
tacking her that way."
Over the years, other
filmmakers have run into
problems with their movies
dealing with sensitive issues
involving children, includ
ing Anjelica Huston's 1996
pedophile drama "Bastard
Out of Carolina" and Louis
Malle's "Pretty Baby" (1978),
in which a preteen Brooke
Shields plays a child pros
titute in New Orleans. But
those complaints seem mild
compared with the firestorm
surrounding "Hounddog."
Kampmeier insists she
wasn't courting controversy.
"I didn't make it to make
a social commentary," she
says. "I wrote it from my
heart, and if it touches some
one else's heart now that it
hasbecome a controversial
film and is dealing with a lot
of social issues
... I am really trying to em
brace that."
Truth be told, the rape
sequence, though harrow
ing, is discreetly shot. Kamp
meier says. Fanning ("I Am

By Holly Harrison
Staff Writer

1
1

Sam," "Charlotte's Web")
was protected during the
filming. "It was carefully
orchestrated," she says.
"You are crafting it in the
editing room."
"Hounddog," set in ru
ral Alabama during the
late 1950s, was considered
too much of a hot potato
to attract a distributor af
ter Sundance. But earlier
this year, a small, rela
tively new company, Em
pire Film Group, acquired
it and will open the film in
limited release.
But it was a different
aspect of the Sundance
experience that inspired
Kampmeier to take an
other pass at the roughcut version she screened
there. The responses at
the public screenings,
Kampmeier says, were far
removed from the critics'
reactions.
"I had lines of women
who came up in tears
thanking me for making
the film," she says. "I had
women stand up in the
Q&As; mothers who had
literally seen it the day
before brought their 13year-old daughters to see
it. I had a man come up to
me after a screening and
say he hadn't cried his en
tire life but this made him
cry. Those responses re
ally gave me the courage
to continue to trust my
voice and my vision when
I went back to continue
working on the film."
The Sundance ver
sion of "Hounddog," says
the filmmaker, was more
about action; the release
cut is more about reaction.
"I had time to go in and dig
into the performances and
let these incredible actors
tell the story. Fifty percent
of the footage is different
... because we went in and
chose the performances.
I think the film is much
more nuanced."

Don't burn this movie
"Burn After Reading" is deliciously absurd

© 2008 Focus Features. All Rights Reserved.

Chad wants to turn a CD of CIA secrets into an easy payday in th e Coen brothers' latest film.

By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

Coming off ofthe multipleaward-winning "No Country
For Old Men," and with a cat
alog of films including "Far
go," "The Big Lebowski" and
."O Brother, Where Art Thou,"
Joel and Ethan Coen—better
known, simply, as the Coen
brothers—have earned the
right to make pretty much
any movie they please. They
chose to exercise this right
with "Burn After Reading,"
a comedy that basks in being
shamelessly ludicrous.
Attempting to summarize
the plot would be an intense
exercise, but at least it starts
off simply enough. Osbourne
Cox (played by John Malkovitch) is being let go from the
CIA as a result of his drinking
problem.

Cheesy Chili Casserole
Ingredients

I package of flavored com
chips

12 ounce can of chili with
beans

1 cup of shredded cheddar

cheese

Procedure
1. Pour chili into a small glass casserole dish.
2. Spread flavored com chips evenly over top of chili.

3. Spread cheese evenly over top of chili and chips.

•

4. Bake in 350-degree oven for 12-15 minutes, or until cheese is completely melted and
|p
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slightly browned.

Visit us online at www.theinkwellonline.com for pictures of this dish

Are you having a hard time balancing school
with work and family?

Difficulty dealing with a certain
classmate?

No matter what your problem, The Inkwell can help. Introducing the new advice column, "Ask
The Inkwell," with writer Laura Mitchell. You can send in your questions and problems and have
them answered in the pages of The Inkwell by — a student just like you. It's easy. You don't
even have to mention your name.

Just e-mail Lauraslistening@gmail.com.

A furious Cox decides to
write his memoirs, using a
burned CD of CIA intel to jog
his memory.
Unfortunately, this CD
finds its way into the hands
of Chad (Brad Pitt) and Lin
da (Frances McDormand),
two managers of a HardBodies gym in California,
Chad wants to sell the
CD back to Cox for an im
mense profit. Linda loves
this idea, because it means
she can finally afford all the
plastic surgery she needs.
From here, the characters
embark on a wild ride that is
best summed up in one line:
"They all seem to be sleeping
with each other."
The characters are what
make this movie so over-thetop, and it's a testament to the
Coen brothers' pull in Holly
wood that they were able to

put together an ensemble cast
of this magnitude. Pitt and
McDormand are perfect as
the two idiots madly in love
with themselves. Malkovitch
is so cartoonishly angry that
he could be Karl Rove; the
revelation that a sex addict
(George Clooney) is building
a chair in his basement leads
to one of the funniest scenes
in the movie.
The absurdity of the char
acters and the plot are bal
anced only by careful atten
tion to detail. A lot is going
on in "Burn After Reading,"
but the film guides the viewer
patiently and makes it hard
to get lost in the madness.
Perhaps the scariest part
of this movie is that, re
ally, it shouldn't be funny at
all. "Burn After Reading" is
about two steps away from
being a serious drama, and

it's a credit to the Coens that
it doesn't fall into that trap.
The actors, who work very
hard not to be taken seri
ously, deserve some credit as
well.
For all of its positives,
"Burn After Reading" has no
soul. There is little about this
movie that is human; instead,
it relies on a cartoon plot
driven by cartoon charac
ters. In doing this, the Coen
brothers have found another
formula for success.

4 stars (out of 5)
Directors: Joel and Ethan Coen
Starring: George Clooney,

Brad Pitt, John Malkovich, Frances
Mcdormand
Rated: R for pervasive lan
guage, some sexual content and
violence

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bivouac beds
5 Gather
10 Elevator man?
14 On the apex of
15 Maui neighbor
16 Climatic region
17 Mets stadium
18 Gain time
19 Killer whale
20 Sawbuck
22 Agassi's game
24 Peruvian beast
25 Superlative
suffix
28 Peachy!
29 Actor Wallach
30 "Sussudio"
singer Phil
33 Bear's lair
34 Metal mender
36 John's Yoko
37 Puts down grass
38 Resourceful
41 Highland honey
44 Old gumshoe
45 Most recent
49 Knack
50 Scolds
52 Prevaritfate
53 Old hat
55 Refrain syllable
56 Diver's acronym
58 Make a formal
retraction
60 Votes for
62 Acorns, later on
63 Japanese port
66 Desperate
67 Champagne
description
68 Acquire fresh
vigor
69 Wicked
70 Catch sight of
71 Sniffers
72 Bodies of water
DOWN
1 Fortified homes
2 He who "loved
not wisely, but
too well"
3 Pedicurist's
target
4 Burst of energy
5 As well
6 Hasbro rival
7 Santa
winds

1

2

5

3

6

7

8

10

14

15

16

17

'
1

1

30

49
53
58
62
67
70

32

43

47

48

'

37

40

39

46

45

44

51

50

55

54

•

'

33

36

38

42

28

27

26

31

35

34

13

23

•
•
•
•
•
_•
•
•
•
•
25

29

41

22

21

24

12

19

18

20

11

9

•60

59

63

64

57

56

65

68

61

•

1r

66
69

r
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Solutions

8 "My Gal
"
9 Riverbed
s a s
s V 3 S
deposit
A a "1
"1 1 A 3
10 Ultraviolet filter
11 Circular wind
V X V
a a .1 a
12 Provoked
s a S o 0 H ol
13 Annual periods
V a
V 9 n 0 s
21 Evidenced
V
a
1
a
1
i
s
anxiety
V
•
o
i
S
a
±
i
23 Consonants in
3 1 a V I
neon
o N 0
26 Toy racer
s a 0 S
27 Singer Turner
s N 1 1
N 3 a
31 Give an address O 1 V a N
1 s
32 Lordly
1
1
N
N
a
s
35 German article
1 1 V
V O H o
37 Fixed
1 V N
a
N
O
z
39 Chipper
S s V
s 1 1o
40 Cowboy's rope
41 Baltimore
cathedral
architect
48 Nap-making
42 Overdue debts
devices
43 Armed robbery
50 Big London bell
46 Hard to
51 Gridiron
describe
takedown
47 Place of
54 Delectable
Russian exile
57 Secret

O N
V d
S O
X
1
H 3
3 X
d V
d
1 0
a
i 0
X s
V 1
IAI V

A
X
S
N V
a X
a
s
a V
3 a
O
V PI
d s
V
d
s

d
n
X
0
1
X
s

s
d
V
a
d
d
V

3
a
0
a
X
V
1

1
1
V
N
3
O
X

0 s
1 a
1 i
a X
H s
X V
0 0

messages
59 Lacerated
61 "Airplane!" star
Robert
64
Paulo, Brazil
65 Molinaro and
Michaels
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on Abercorn

Bring a friend to

FREE 1/2 HOUR POOL W ITH LUN CH PU RCHASE

(In front of Home D epot, Savannah)

FROM O PEN-3PM

7 DAYS A W EEK

for Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner
Wed &Thurs $5 pitcher & $5/hour pool table

Free Chick-fil-A Sandwich
with the purchase
of the same

Free Chicken Mini's
3 Pack with any
purchase

Not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit. '
Closed Sunday's. Valid Only at: Chick-fil-A on Abercorn
(in front of Home Depot). Expires: September 30,2008
«

. c\ acceSS

\M\-V

Not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per
visit. Closed Sunday's. Valid Only at: Chick-fil-A on
Abercorn (in front of Home Depot). Redeemable only during
breakfast hours. Expires: September 30,2008

Classifieds
A AS U
20TH
ANNUAL

stucT

Wednesday,
September 24, 2008
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Memorial College Center
University Dining Room

Jobs
After-school care needed for two children M -F. Must have own car.
Please call (912)350.4889.

Live Wire Music Hall and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY, HARD
WORKING people who can also sell! We need bartenders, wait staff,
cooks, dishwashers, bar backs, bouncers, musicians and comedians!
Please apply in person at 307 West River Street.
Apply in person between 4:00-7:00 p.m. W e are open 4:00 p.m.-3:00
a.m. W e will soon be open 11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. We have LIVE MUSIC!
Mon-Sat and comedy every Wed! C ome see us!

For Rent
Two bedrooms for rent, some utilities included. $3 00.00 each/month
& $300.00 deposit. C all Paula (912)629.6205, leave a message. Prefer
non-smoker and non-drinker.

"Last one! - $144,700 - New spacious 3BR/2.5BA townhome. 40 0
Tibet Ave. C all 912.925.0864. www.yorktownplace.com "

wUrtt- To wtriT* fov
rt«/Wsp<*p«/irr

Professors and loan specialists will be on hand to assist you.

C.oa4-AC.4-

Students who studied abroad will also be available to tell you why

in fc. *4

this could be an '

|§-J

Sponsored by The Office of International Education

344.3128 • Gamble Hall 204A
istrong.edu/at
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